
GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE 



1. A very brief guide to Gothic Architecture. 
Gothic architecture emerged in Northern Europe during the Middle Ages, a period in which the Church 
dominated European cultural life - consequently, the finest examples of Gothic architecture are cathedrals 
and monasteries. Master stonemasons and their workshops produced buildings of great height that were 
also full of light.  
Based on elaborate practical geometry, Gothic architecture combines three key structural elements  
 1.the lancet (pointed) arch, which was able to hold a greater load than a rounded arch; 
 2.the ribbed vault, a system of vaulting that provides a ceiling that is higher, lighter and able to 
join spans of different  widths;  
 3.the flying buttress, a system of masonry blocks (the buttress), attached with arches to the 
exterior walls of the building, countering outward thrust from the high ceiling and walls.  
 
In combination, these three elements allowed for the replacement of thick walls with tracery, very thin 
stone patterns holding stained glass. Ecclesiastical buildings were highly decorated with biblical figures, 
gargoyles (gross monsters), animals, plants and even pagan figures. As with the architecture of ancient 
Greece and Rome, many Gothic buildings are now bare stone when originally they were richly decorated 
with coloured paintwork.  
          
Gothic architecture creates a unique experiences - a constant sense of movement as the eye follows the 
lines made by the ribs of the arches and vaults, a powerful upward lift, and extraordinary displays of light 
and colour. These buildings were more than houses of God - through the stained glass and carved figures 
they were engines for the gathering and education of all members of European society.  
A Gothic cathedral is the product, often sometimes hundreds, of years of work and the combination of the 
skills and knowledge of many master craftsmen.  

 



2. Gothic Architecture 

The medieval Cathedral of the 12th century  is a dazzling achievement which in many ways is the 

apotheosis of a form of architecture that was the first to detach itself entirely from precedent. It appears 

to owe nothing to the canons of Classical architecture and nothing to history. The Gothic style it 

champions was the first to challenge architectural orthodoxy. It was a way of building that was to 

develop its distinctive character in Europe for 400 years before finally giving way to the Classical revival 

ushered in by the Renaissance in Italy.  

i) THE FLYING BUTTRESS.  

 The buttress is a mass of masonry: or brickwork projecting from, or built against, a wall to 

resist the pressure of an arch, roof, or vault. The flying buttress is an arch or half-arch on outside of a 

building that transmits the thrust of a vault or roof from the upper part of a wall to an outer support or 

buttress. The upper Ievels of the Romanesque cathedral of Bourges are supported by a double range of 

double-span, steeply angled flying buttresses. The buttress came into its own after the 12th century, 

when galleries were dispensed with and the height  of churches and the size of their windows could be 

massively increased  The innovative designs in this respect were the cathedrals of Bourges and Chartres, 

leading to the vast structures of Amiens, Beauvais, and Cologne. 

 



ii) TRACERY . 

The decorative stonework filling the upper part of a Gothic window may be either "plate" or "bar" tracery. In plate 

tracery, stone infilling occupies a larger area than the glass. Bar tracery, developing from plate tracery after the mid-

13th century, is composed of thin stone elements, so that the glass dominates. The East window at York Minster is 

one of the finest examples of Perpendicular tracery.  

 The greatest and most impressive decoration in medieval cathedrals was the stone tracery that fleshed 

out the windows. These grew in. size and ambition between the beginning of Gothic architecture - seen in the choir 

of the abbey church of St. Denis, Paris from the 1140s - and the last great cathedrals that seemed more glass than 

stone. In simple terms, tracery became ever more complex, showing off the mason's skill in devising new ways of 

filling huge windows with as much glass as they could possibly hold.  

 Fashions came and went, but peaked in two periods, special again to England, the Decorative 

and the Perpendicular; the first belongs to the fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries, the latter to the 

fifteenth and sixteenth. The former is naturalistic and flowing, full of swoops and curves; the latter is 

geometric, refined, and almost mechanical. Both are beautiful and enhance churches throughout England 

that owe more than their siblings in Germany and France to the skill of individual craftsmen than to the 

celestial visions of architects and master masons.  



iii) THE ILLUMINATED NAVE. 

 The soaring choir and transepts of Beauvais display the key elements of Gothic architecture at 

their most extreme. The aim of the builders clients, and architects of the new cathedrals (many of whose 

names have been lost), was to build as high and with as much glass as possible. They were to be caskets of 

light, light that shot through stained-glass windows and illuminated richly decorated naves, aisles, and choirs. 

The most notable and daring buildings of their time the great cathedrals were built not only to impress rival 

clergy and those who came to pray them, but to symbolize the confidence of rival French cities that, until the 

Hundred Years War with England (1337-1453) and the Black Deal of 1348 (which killed between a quarter and 

a third of the population of Europe), had been enjoying a long economic boom. 

 The key to building as high as Beauvais was flying buttress (see p.56), a device that allowed 

masons to carry as much weight as they could away from cathedral walls. The higher the wall the greater the 

span of the buttresses. Flying buttresses can be seen to great effect looking at the choirs of the cathedrals of 

Notre Dame, Le Mans, Amiens, and, of course, Beauvais. By transferring the download away from the walls 

themselves, the builders were able to increase the size of the windows, until- as in the case of Chartres (1194 -

1220) - the windows appeared to take over from the wall. Filled with coloured glass telling stories of the Old 

Testament, and of the lives of Christ, his apostles, and saints, these buttressed churches were the medieval 

world's version of colour television or the cinema.  



 

 

iv) SOARING SPIRES  

 If the French aimed high with the naves of their cathedrals, abetted by the flying buttress, the English and 

Germans reached for the sky in the guise of spires. The very tallest, although from being the most elegant, is the spire of Ulm  

 Cathedrals in Germany. Work began, probably, in the 1380s, but there were several changes o plan and even 

by 1543 when the cathedral was entirely usable, the great tower and spire had yet to be built. It was only when rival 

authorities in Cologne decided to complete their cathedral from the 1840s, that those in Ulm finished the job its masons had 

embarked upon nearly half a millennium earlier.  

 The tallest spire outside that of Germany is that of Salisbury cathedral in the south of  England. The whole 

church, including the stone spire, was built in two stages between 1220 and 1266. The spire is 123 metres (404 feet) high and 

takes off from the second stage of the tower rising from above the central crossing. At the time it, was thought unwise to 

build this high, but more  than 700 years later, Salisbury Cathedral still soars majestically into the sky and appear as good as 

new, aside from a bend in the piers supporting the tower . 

 In reaching so high, it is easy to imagine medieval craftsmen and masons wondering if they were inviting a 

challenge from God or the Devil. Whatever, they ornamented their cathedrals 'with a bestiary of fantastic creatures - many of 

them, gargoyles, acted as waterspouts to drain water from the great pitched lead~over-timber roofs that covered the stone 

vaults of naves, aisles, and choir - as if to frighten away unwelcome demons. The richness of imagination that went into the 

creation of these Gothic creatures remains one of the delights of medieval cathedrals, when it is clear that individual 

craftsmen were given some leeway in the otherwise mighty designs of architects and master masons.  



v) VISIONS OF HEAVEN  

 Perhaps the most charming, if not most rigorous, medieval cathedrals were built in England. 

Why? Because rather than build their cathedrals as single powerful statements as the French and Germans 

did, the English saw the cathedral as a sequence of related spaces: a plan of a typical English cathedral reveals 

a small galaxy of chapter houses, family, and other chapels. This mean: that there were roofs to cover and 

English carpenters - among the world's best - were given license not just to explore new forms of roofs, both 

internally and externally, but to decorate them. The result was a proliferation of truly magnificent, show-off 

timber roofs that reached their peak in the great oak hammer-beam roofs of the late fourteenth and fifteenth 

centuries.  

 In fact the most ambitious does not cover the nave of a cathedral but St. Stephen's Hall, 

Westminster (1394 -1400). This meeting hall, the English Gothic equivalent of a Classical Roman basilica, was 

crowned by a hammer-beam roof designed and made by Hugh Hurland, the King's carpenter. Delightfully, 

Hurland carved great angels on the ends of his hammer-beams, raising the roof truly into the realm of 

celestial heights. Even then, there were more joyful roofs than this a firm favourite of English parish church 

crawlers is that of St. Wendreda's parish church at March, Cambridgeshire. Here, there are no fewer than 

three tiers of angels, their wings spread, which appear to be flying from the walls and roof, while a fourth flies 

the length of the roof's apex. The other great exercise in bravura carpentry was  unique octagonal lantern 

covering the central crossing of Ely Cathedral in Cambridgeshire dating from the mid-fourteenth century.  

  



 The English were also among the most entertaining wood and stone carvers 
elsewhere inside their cathedrals and parish churches. Pew ends and the undersides of 
misericords (tip-up seats used by monks and priests to lean back on while appearing to 
stand during the recitation  of prayers or the singing of interminable anthems) are often 
carved with quite riotous and plain crude carvings depicting scenes from :contemporary 
life. As for the corbels (the keystones at the centre of stone vaults) in the cloister of 
Norwich Cathedral, these are more enjoyable than a Disney cartoon, awash with 
terrifying sea-monsters  swallowing saints and all sorts of medieval entertainment.  
 How people were to look at them it is hard to say; today the cathedral 
provides mirrors mounted on trolleys for  visitors to push around the cloister. All in 
common with Christian churches elsewhere; what visitors see first are the tiers of steep 
timber-tiled roofs, their topmost gables decorated with wild dragon heads. The result is 
a building that might come from the pages of a horror story aimed at frightening 
children, and certainly just as worrying as a contemporary Viking longship must have 
seemed to those living on the coasts of medieval Europe and faced with frequent raids 
by Norse warriors. In fact the church has a plan adopted from Byzantine and Roman 
basilicas, yet it is all- colonnades, capitals realized in richly carved timber.  



vi) LATE GOTHIC - CASKETS OF GLASS.  

 THE GOTHIC  STYLE continued to evolve to spectacular effect in Britain and Spain - well into the sixteenth 

century, when the Italian Renaissance was already mature and taking European architecture down another path altogether. In 

fact, Gothic ways of working were to continue further into the seventeenth century, notably in the Cotswolds in the heart of 

England. By then, however, the days of great invention had long gone, as the most imaginative architects explored the 

possibilities of the Classical revival that connected architecture back to ancient Greece, Rome, and even Egypt.  

vii) PERPENDICULAR STYLE.  

 The late flowering Gothic of sixteenth-century England gave us some of the most exquisite buildings of all time. 

Among these are King's College Chapel, Cambridge (1446-1515) and Henry VII's Chapel, Westminster (1503-19). These two 

buildings took the notion of the medieval church as a casket of glass to its furthest extreme: the walls of King's College 

Cambridge  seem to be made almost entirely of glass with little more than a spider's web of stone to support them. The window 

area is prodigious and was made possible by the adoption here of fan vaulting  by the chapel's architect, John Wastell. This looks 

like it sounds: ceilings made of elaborate fans carved from stone that, spreading out from each side of the chapel walls, touch in 

the middle of the high and seamless nave. The effect is extraordinary, rather like walking through an avenue of palm trees. And 

yet, this ultimate expression of the Perpendicular style was also very different from earlier incarnations of English Gothic. It was 

altogether more machine-like; regimented and almost Classical terms of rhythm and consistency, what it lacked in terms of 

riotous hand-carving and organic quality earlier English churches and cathedrals enjoyed, it made up for in terms of a purity of 

vision that had rarely been achieved in  previous centuries.  



viii) A TUDOR JEWEL BOX. 

 Henry  VII's Chapel at Westminster was even more extreme, taking English Gothic into the 

Renaissance in one last final flourish. An exotic stone and glass casket, it was as highly decorated it was as 

highly decorated outside as it was inside, rare for an English building of almost any period. The effect really is 

that of a jewel box, and it is hard to escape the feeling that no matter how a fine a building this from a 

technical and craft point of view, it is a case of a style and a tradition being stretched to a point where it is in 

danger of tipping over into the realm of kitsch. Significantly, the chapel contains the tomb of Henry VII, 

designed and made by the Florentine artist Pietro Torrigiani; dating from 1509, it is the first example of truly 

Renaissance work in England. 



 



 

Distinctive Characteristic of English Cathedrals 
 

 

 

 

 

Lincoln Cathedral 
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 The distinctive characteristic of English cathedrals is their extreme length, and 

their internal emphasis upon the horizontal, which may be emphasised visually as much or 

more than the vertical lines. Each English cathedral (with the exception of Salisbury) has an 

extraordinary degree of stylistic diversity, when compared with most French, German and 

Italian cathedrals. It is not unusual for every part of the building to have been built in a 

different century and in a different style, with no attempt at creating a stylistic unity. Unlike 

French cathedrals, English cathedrals sprawl across their sites, with double transepts 

projecting strongly and Lady Chapels tacked on at a later date.  

 In the west front, the doors are not as significant as in France, the usual 

congregational entrance being through a side porch. The West window is very large and 

never a rose, which are reserved for the transept gables. The west front may have two 

towers like a French Cathedral, or none. There is nearly always a tower at the crossing and it 

may be very large and surmounted by a spire. The distinctive English east end is square, but 

it may take a completely different form. Both internally and externally, the stonework is 

often richly decorated with carvings, particularly the capitals.[ 





King’s College Chapel Cambridge. The depressed arch supported by fan 



 

Famous features of some English Cathedrals. 

 

The lierne vault of the chancel at Bristol. 
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Canterbury Cathedral, ThePoor Man's Bible window. 
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Carlisle Cathedral 

Founded in 1092 and completed in the early 15th century, Carlisle Cathedral is one of England’s 

smallest cathedrals since the demolition of its nave by the Scottish Presbyterian Army in 1649. Its most 

significant feature is its nine-light Flowing Decorated east window of 1322, still containing medieval 

glass in its upper sections, forming a “glorious termination to the choir”[3] and regarded by many as 

having the finest tracery in England. 

Chester Cathedral 

Built between 1093 and 1537, Chester Cathedral includes a set of medieval choir stalls dating from 

1380, with exquisite figurative carving. An unusual feature is the very large south transept. The Early 

English Lady Chapel is a harmonious composition in Lancet Gothic. It retains substantial monastic 

buildings including a large refectory.[3][9] 

Chichester Cathedral 

Built between 1088 and the early 15th century, the unusual features of Chichester Cathedral are a 

Transitional retro choir, a pair of early Norman relief carvings and its freestanding belfry of the 15th 

century. The spire, rebuilt after its collapse in 1860, can be seen from the English Channel.[3][9] 
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Durham Cathedral 

Built between 1093 and 1490, Durham Cathedral, with the exception of the upper parts of its towers, 

the eastern extension known as the Chapel of Nine Altars, and the large west window of 1341, is 

entirely Norman and is regarded by Alec Clifton-Taylor as "the incomparable masterpiece of 

Romanesque architecture". The interior is “overwhelmingly impressive”.[3] The western Lady Chapel 

known as the Galilee Chapel is a unique Norman building different in style to the cathedral itself. The 

view of the cathedral from the south west is particularly famous because of its “incomparable setting” 

on a steep promontory above the River Wear.[9] The Venerable C.J. Stranks wrote “It stands today 

vast and impressive in its massive strength, and yet so well proportioned that there is nothing about 

it which seems ponderous.”[14] 
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Ely Cathedral 

With the present building dating between 1090 and 1536, Ely Cathedral has a significant 

Norman nave and Decorated Gothic choir, but its most important features are its unique 

western tower of 1174 and central octagon of 1322, which Clifton-Taylor describes as 

“one of the wonders of English cathedral architecture”.[3] It also has a unique, very large, 

free-standing Lady Chapel with a very wide vault and intricately carved stone arcades 

around the sedilia.[3][9] 
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Exeter Cathedral 

Dating from 1112 to 1519, Exeter Cathedral is the major example of a cathedral built mainly in the 

later Decorated Gothic style of the 14th century. It has an impressive vault, the longest medieval vault 

in the world, which runs between two Norman towers placed, uniquely among the cathedrals, over 

the transepts.[15] Exeter has many sculptural details, including the figures of its west front.[3][9] 

Gloucester Cathedral 

Dating from 1098 to 1493, Gloucester Cathedral has a Norman nave with massive masonry piers, 

and a fine 15th-century Perpendicular tower, but its main feature is the eastern end, reconstructed in 

the 14th century as an early example of Perpendicular Gothic and with the largest medieval window 

in the world, the area of a tennis court. The cloisters have the earliest example of fan-vaulting.[3][9] 
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"The Bishop's Eye" at Lincoln 
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Hereford Cathedral 

Built between 1079 and 1530, with a 19th-century west front, Hereford Cathedral has a 

Norman nave and large central tower. Other important features being the unusual style of 

the north transept and the north porch, also of the 13th century, but greatly extended in the 

16th. Its Early English Lady Chapel is considered “one of the most beautiful of the thirteenth 

century”.[3][9][16] 

Lichfield Cathedral 

Although dating from 1195 to about 1400, Lichfield Cathedral has an interior which presents 

a harmonious appearance, much of which is due to its having undergone 

extensive restoration and refurnishing in the 19th century. The nave is very fine and the 

Lady Chapel is apsidal with very tall windows, giving a rather French impression. Lichfield is 

the only one of the cathedrals to have retained three spires.[3][4] 
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Lincoln Cathedral 

Dating from 1074 to 1548, Lincoln Cathedral is one of the largest of England’s cathedrals and it 

has been claimed by John Ruskin that, architecturally, it is worth any two of the others put 

together. Edward Freeman described it as “one of the loveliest of human works.”[17] It retains 

portions of the three massive arches of the Norman west front and much heavily restored 

sculpture around the central portal. The central tower is the tallest in England and is visible for 

many miles as it rises in spectacular fashion from a high hill. The decagonal Chapter House with 

its huge flying buttresses is the first polygonal chapter house in England. Of the interior, the 

finest part is considered to be the late-13th-century “Angel Choir” with “gorgeous layers of 

tracery”[5] and enriched with carved angels. The transepts have two rose windows, the “Dean’s 

Eye” on the north dating from c. 1200 and retaining its original glass, while the Flowing 

Decorated “Bishop’s Eye” on the south is filled with salvaged medieval fragments.[3][9] 
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Manchester Cathedral 

Manchester Cathedral began as a parish church and was re-founded as a religious college in 

1422, much of its structure being designed by John Wastell (1485 to 1506). It is very different 

in style from the earlier great churches, sometimes being listed with the 13 Anglican 'parish-

church cathedrals'. Double aisles give it the widest nave of any English cathedral (115 feet); 

and it also has the richest set of late medieval choir stalls and misericords in the country. 

Norwich Cathedral 

Built between 1096 and 1536, Norwich Cathedral has a Norman form, retaining the greater 

part of its original stone structure, which was then vaulted between 1416 and 1472 in a 

spectacular manner with hundreds of ornately carved, painted, and gilded bosses. It also has 

the finest Norman tower in England, surmounted by a 15th-century spire, and a large cloister 

with many more bosses.[3][9] 
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The pendant vaulting at Oxford 
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Oxford Cathedral 

Dating from 1158 to the early 16th century, Oxford Cathedral was always a small cathedral 

and was made smaller by the destruction of much of the nave in the 16th century. The stone 

spire, from 1230, is one of the oldest in England and contributes to Oxford’s tradition as “the 

city of dreaming spires”. Its most unusual feature is the late-15th-century pendant vault over 

the Norman chancel.[3][9] 

Peterborough Cathedral 

Built between 1117 and 1508, Peterborough Cathedral is remarkable as the least altered of 

the Norman cathedrals with only its famous Early English west front, with its later porch and 

the Perpendicular rebuilding of the eastern ambulatory byJohn Wastell being in different 

styles. J.L. Cartwright wrote of the west front that it is “as magnificent an entrance to a 

sacred building as could well be imagined.”[18] The long wooden roof of the nave is original 

and has retained its painting from 1220.[3][9] 
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Ripon Cathedral. 

Dating from the 7th century to 1522, Ripon Cathedral preserves the crypt of the original 

church built by Saint Wilfred. The west front is an unaltered and harmonious composition in 

Early English Gothic. The choir has retained richly carved 14th-century stalls, famous for the 

many lively figures among the carvings.[3][9] 

Rochester Cathedral 

Dating from 1177 to 1512, Rochester Cathedral has a Norman nave and crypt, and Early 

English choir. Its most remarkable feature is the rare, exuberantly carved Norman portal, 

which has, unfortunately, suffered much damaged.[3][9] 
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St Albans Cathedral 

Built between 1077 and 1521, St Albans Cathedral is unique among the cathedrals in that much 

of it, including the large Norman tower, is built of bricks salvaged from the Roman town 

of Verulamium. Both internally and externally, the tower is the most significant feature. St Albans 

also retains some medieval wall paintings, as well as a painted wooden roof of the late 13th 

century.[3][9] 

Salisbury Cathedral 

Built between 1220 and 1380 with additional structural reinforcement in the next 

century, Salisbury Cathedral epitomises the ideal English Cathedral, even though its stylistic 

unity makes it far from typical. Its fame lies in its harmonious proportions, particularly from the 

exterior where the massing of the various horizontal parts in contrast to the vertical of the spire 

make it one of the most famous architectural compositions of the Medieval period. Canon 

Smethurst wrote “It symbolises the peaceful loveliness of the English countryside…, the eternal 

truths of the Christian faith expressed in stone…  
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Southwark Cathedral 

Built between 1220 and 1420, Southwark Cathedral had its nave demolished and rebuilt in the 

late 19th century by Arthur Blomfield. It has a fine Early English tower and choir which retains an 

elaborate 16th-century reredos, fitted with statues replacing those destroyed in the 17th 

century.[3][9] 

Southwell Minster 

Built between 1208 and 1520, Southwell Minster has its Norman façade intact, except for the 

insertion of a large window in the Perpendicular Style to give light to the Norman nave. The 

particular fame of Southwell is its late-13th-century chapter house, which contains the most 

famous medieval floral carvings in England, described by Nikolaus Pevsner as “throbbing with 

life”.[3][5][9] 
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Wells Cathedral 

Built between 1175 and 1490, Wells Cathedral has been described as “the most poetic of the English 

Cathedrals”.[3] Much of the structure is in the Early English style and is greatly enriched by the deeply 

sculptural nature of the mouldings and the vitality of the carved capitals in a foliate style known as “stiff 

leaf”. The eastern end has retained much original glass, which is rare in England. The exterior has the 

finest Early English façade and a large central tower.[3][9][20] 

Winchester Cathedral 

Built between 1079 and 1532, Winchester Cathedral has had an unusual architectural history. The 

exterior, apart from the modified windows, gives the impression of a massive Norman building and 

indeed, it is the longest medieval church in the world. However, the west front is now Perpendicular, 

with its huge window filled with fragments of medieval glass. Inside, only the crypt and the transepts 

have retained their Norman appearance. The spectacular Perpendicular nave with its tall arcade 

arches and strong vertical emphasis has been literally carved out of the original Norman interior. The 

Very Rev. Sykes wrote of it “Well might the visitor who enters … by the west door gasp with 

amazement.”[21] Winchester is also famous for its carved wooden fittings of many different periods.[3][9] 
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Worcester Cathedral 

Built between 1084 and 1504, Worcester Cathedral represents every medieval style from Norman to 

Perpendicular. It is famous for its Norman crypt, and for its circular chapter house, which became the model 

from which derives the series of uniquely British polygonal chapter houses. Also notable are a series of 

unusual Transitional Gothic bays, fine woodwork and the central tower, which, though not large, is 

nevertheless of particularly fine proportions.[3][9] 

York Minster 

Built between 1154 and 1500, York Minster is one of the biggest Gothic churches in the world. The 

deceptively simple plan with square eastern and western ends and a single transept dividing the building 

into equal parts belies the architectural richness of this building. The remains of the Norman crypt indicate 

that the older building must have been as massive and ornamental in its architecture as Durham. The Early 

English transepts are both famous, that of the south having a complex arrangements of lancets and a rose 

window making up an entrance façade. On the north side are lancet windows called the “Five Sisters” each 

only 5 feet (1.5 m) wide, but 57 feet (17 m) tall. The interior of York is very spacious. The West front with its 

paired towers is a harmonious arrangement of the late Decorated period and the large central window has 

fine Flowing Decorated tracery called the "Heart of Yorkshire", while the large eastern window is 

Perpendicular in style.[3][9] A rare feature of York Minster is that these important windows have all retained 

their medieval glass, from c. 1270, 1335 and 1405, respectively.[20] 
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